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Abstract:
Sensors in office spaces collect data about the indoor climate in order to monitor and control HVAC-systems to ensure a constant air quality. The quality of indoor climate is dependent on various aspects, such as carbon dioxide, temperature, and humidity.

Approaches on searching patterns in this sensor data by using data mining techniques rarely explicitly apply established process models like KDD (knowledge discovery in databases) or CRISP-DM (cross industry standard process for data mining). These process models describe data mining as one of multiple steps in the whole process of extracting patterns from data. Other steps include the preprocessing of the data as well as the evaluation of the extracted patterns after the data mining.

This paper analyzes these aforementioned approaches and compares them to the established process models before deriving a process model that can be widely applied to data mining projects searching for patterns in sensor-based indoor climate data. The derived process model puts more emphasis on understanding the data and its context as preliminary steps to the extraction of patterns via data mining. In addition to facilitating new research on indoor climate data, the derived process model also allows to understand research in this field of study more easily.
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Introduction
The indoor climate in offices influences the health, productivity and comfort of the employees ([19], [20]). Indoor climate data collected by sensor networks can be used, among other things, to react to changes in the indoor climate. For example, if a threshold value of carbon dioxide is exceeded, a warning lamp can be switched on to indicate the increased value to the persons in the room.

In addition, various data mining methods have already been applied to detect patterns in sensory indoor climate data ([1], [4], [5], [6], [7], [11], [14], [17], [22]).

The research work mentioned above is mainly concerned with the testing of various data mining methods. However, this application is only one step towards the discovery of knowledge in large databases, for example described by the process models KDD (knowledge discovery in databases) [9] or CRISP-DM (cross industry standard process for data mining) [18]. The purpose of these process models is the standardized approach to discover novel, potentially useful, understandable and statistically valid patterns in the analyzed data [9]. In addition to data mining, this comprises, for example, cleaning the data of noise and inconsistencies and transforming the data for the respective data mining procedure by standardization or discretization.

Lack of reference to clearly defined process models makes it difficult to reproduce the results of research work in which data mining is used to determine knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data. Furthermore, it is difficult to get an overview of research work with similar contents on the subject of data mining.

Methodology
This paper aims to define a process model that is particularly suitable for the discovery of knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data.

First, the most commonly used process models for discovering knowledge in large data sets are described. These process models are examined to see to what extent they are suitable for describing research work that has already discovered knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data.
Based on these investigations a process model is derived which takes the advantages and disadvantages of the established process models into consideration.

Subsequently, process models are discussed which were described and applied in two of the investigated research projects.

Established Process Models

Various process models exist which are intended to standardize the approach of data mining projects. The most commonly used non-proprietary process models are CRISP-DM and KDD [15] (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1: Comparison of the process models KDD and CRISP-DM](image)

These process models partly overlap. The KDD process model focuses mainly on data preparation and data analysis. The CRISP-DM process model, on the other hand, comprises steps for integrating data mining project into a business context. Nevertheless, the process models share several process steps ([3], [10], [21]).

The steps business understanding, data understanding and deployment of the process model CRISP-DM are not available in the process model KDD. These steps are very project- and company-dependent and therefore usually different for each data mining project. The step data preparation of the process model CRISP-DM comprises the steps selection, preprocessing, and transformation in the process model KDD [3].

Sensor-based Indoor Climate Data

Data mining as such is a very versatile toolset that can be applied to a plethora of situations. A typical use case is deducing information from data measured by distributed sensors, e.g. in buildings.

The presence of people in a room is an important information for the effective and efficient management of temperature and ventilation control devices [22]. Up to 16% of energy is wasted due to increased energy requirements in unoccupied rooms [13]. Although the number of present persons could be determined through monitoring the persons in the room, this monitoring would be an intrusion into the privacy of the employees. Numerous research groups ([5], [6], [7], [11], [14], [17], [22]) therefore tried to determine with the help of data mining whether there are correlations between indoor climate data recorded by sensors and the presence of the persons in the room.

Opening and closing windows significantly influence the climate in a room ([2], [16]). Furthermore, natural ventilation is the most frequently used form for changing the room climate [8]. In [4], the authors investigated the causes of people’s behavior with regard to opening and closing windows using data mining.

The climate and construction properties of a building have a major influence on its energy consumption and CO₂ emissions. For example, by using certain materials, the waste heat from direct sunlight could be used for more efficient temperature management [12]. So-called intelligent buildings are supposed to be able to be both comfortable and energy-efficient for the people present. In [1], the relationship between the optimization of energy consumption and the comfort of people in the room was scrutinized. According to [1], a room is perceived as comfortable if it is both thermally comfortable and optimally lit. Based on the data from these two aspects, classifiers were trained to identify energy-efficient and comfortable rooms.

Suitability of KDD

With the help of the highly detailed preparation of the data, consisting of the steps selection, preprocessing and transformation, corresponding modifications to the collected data can be traced very well (Fig. 2). In the research work examined, these steps of the KDD process model were applied in various degrees of detail.

Not all processing steps may be necessary for the discovery of knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data. For example, if uniform sensors are used, the data selection step for this data can be omitted. Alas, not only specially collected sensor data, but also the data of third parties are used for the discovery of knowledge. Therefore an integration of the
sensor data and the third-party data is necessary. However, this integration was not described in the research work examined. Due to the lack of these explanations, it is difficult to understand the subsequent steps.

In the research work examined, the necessary domain knowledge is explained first. These preliminary considerations, which were made in almost all the research work examined, are not the subject of the process model KDD. In contrast to the CRISP-DM process model, business understanding, data understanding and deployment are not discussed in the KDD process model. The KDD process model therefore focuses on the purely technical aspects of data mining.

Suitability of CRISP-DM

The CRISP-DM process model is designed for data mining projects that take place in an industrial context. This means that the integration of the respective project into the operational processes is of particular importance (Fig 3.).

For this reason, the facts and the existing data basis are first examined before working with the data. Furthermore, the deployment of the generated models after their evaluation is an integral part of this process model.

In the beginning of the research work examined, the context of the respective work was always described in great detail. The domain knowledge explained here is indispensable for understanding the following steps. The clarification of legal questions prior to data collection is also crucial before taking further action. If indoor climate data should be investigated in an operational context using data mining, financial or project planning questions could also be very important.

In the same way as the facts, the data which are to be examined are always thoroughly described. In addition to their description, the collection of the data was also discussed in detail.

Fig. 3: Process model CRISP-DM [18]

For this reason, the facts and the existing data basis are first examined before working with the data. Furthermore, the deployment of the generated models after their evaluation is an integral part of this process model.
According to the definition, data collection is not part of the CRISP-DM process model. The CRISP-DM process model is designed to examine data that already exists in the company. The purpose of data collection is therefore not primarily the discovery of knowledge, but the handling of operational processes. For example, delivery and invoice data is collected in order to track the flow of goods and money. Only during a data mining project this data is used for knowledge discovery. However, in the research work examined, the specified indoor climate data were collected exclusively for analysis by means of data mining.

The process step of data preparation combines the steps selection, preprocessing and transformation of the process model KDD. This summary makes it more difficult to trace the exact steps taken to prepare the data.

In the context of the research work under investigation, the deployment of the generated models was only discussed with the aim of optimizing them.

**Defining the Ideal Process Model**

Based on the investigations carried out, a process model can be derived, which is particularly suitable for the discovery of knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data (Fig. 4).

The investigated process models KDD and CRISP-DM show specific weaknesses which exclude the general recommendation of one of these process models for application to the investigated research work.

However, in addition to these weaknesses, specific aspects of the process models could be identified, which very well describe the actual procedures of the investigated research work. In addition, some authors carried out measures, which are not intended as process steps in the process models examined.

By merging the benefits of the established process models and the best practices, almost all necessary process steps of the actual procedures can be represented in a unified and optimized process model.

This process model is ideal for understanding research work analyzing sensor-based indoor climate data as well as for planning and performing new research on this kind of data.

The steps of this process model can be summarized as follows:

1. **Business understanding:** The purpose of this process step of the CRISP-DM process model is to understand the task to be solved and the respective context ([3], [21]). The research work examined focuses exclusively on scientific issues that are almost exclusively located in the context of the energy efficiency of buildings. To deal with these questions, a high degree of domain knowledge from several areas of expertise is required, e. g. indoor climate, sensor technologies, human factors and architecture. In addition, there are relationships between the various domains. Changes in human behavior or the weather, for example, have an effect on the indoor climate.

   Also part of this process step is the clarification of legal questions. E. g., the collection of the ground truth by means of cameras is prohibited under labor law.

2. **Data understanding:** This process step is used to determine the required data and to analyze the available data for its suitability for data mining ([3], [21]). For each context examined, different context data is required. For example, the context data for determining the presence differs greatly from the context data for determining the comfort of persons in the room.

3. **Data collection:** Data collection is not a process step of the examined process models. The required indoor climate and context data

![Fig. 4: Optimized process model for the discovery of knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data](image-url)
are collected based on the information from the previous process steps. This includes, among other things, the selection and installation of the sensors required for measuring the necessary room climate and context data, as well as the rooms provided for this purpose.

4. **Selection**: The aim of this step is to select and merge the data to be examined using all collected data ([3], [10]).

5. **Preprocessing**: During the preprocessing, the previously selected and integrated data is to be prepared for the data mining ([3], [10], [21]). This step is independent of the used data mining method. Part of this process step is the so-called data cleansing, i.e. the information-neutral removal of errors in the data. Another part of data preprocessing is the data reduction. In this process, subsets of the selected are formed in order to reduce the calculation effort during the data mining.

6. **Transformation**: The transformation step is used to prepare the data for a specific data mining method ([3], [10]). This step can be used, for example, to create new attributes that are required as class labels for classification methods.

7. **Modeling**: Various methods can be used to detect patterns in the processed indoor climate data. In most of the research work examined, classification was used to search for patterns in the respective indoor climate data. Although different forms of classification were used for this purpose, the basic procedure for generating classifiers was retained. This means that for training and testing the classifiers, corresponding training and test data was generated ([3], [10], [21]). When generating this training and test data, attention was also paid to ensure that the data was split according to both stratification and cross-validation. Only the authors of [4] performed both cluster and association analysis. The results of the cluster analysis were used for the creation of association rules.

8. **Evaluation**: Various metrics can be calculated to compare the results obtained from the previous data mining step ([3], [10], [21]). In all research work that used classification to search for patterns in the indoor climate data collected, the accuracy of the respective results was calculated. [4] evaluated the cluster quality using the Davies-Bouldin index and the quality of the association rules using support and confidence.

9. **Repetition**: The examined research work concludes with the identification of open problems or the formulation of new research questions. I.e. it is not the immediate use of the results obtained in an industrial context that is proposed, but rather the optimisation of the respective model by means of further scientific studies.

**Discussion**

Two of the investigated research projects applied specially defined process models. This section discusses to what extent these process models are suitable for the discovery of knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data.

The process model of [1] is based on the process model CRISP-DM. However, it does not cover all steps of the original process model (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5: Applied process model by [1]](image)

For example, the steps data understanding and data preparation are combined in the step data processing.

As with all other research work, the description of the facts is given directly at the beginning of [1]. However, in the first step of its process model, [1] will limit itself to describing the problem to be solved. The process model proposed by [1] does not reflect the actual course of the data mining project.

[1] assigns the data collection to the second process step. This measure, though, is not part of the original process model CRISP-DM. Splitting the data records using cross-validation is part of the modeling according to the original definition of the process model and not to be seen as a separate step.

Furthermore, [1] is limited to classification procedures for the generation of models. Thus
the use of a confusion matrix is sufficient for the evaluation of the classifiers. If other data mining methods are used in future investigations, the process model must be adapted accordingly.

Furthermore, the process model does not indicate any jumpbacks to previous process steps.

The authors of [4] described in their research work a process model with three steps (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Applied process model by [4]

Similar to the KDD process model, the process model in [4] mainly describes measures for data preparation and analysis. In contrast to the CRISP-DM process model, business understanding and data understanding deployment are not part of the process model.

The first step of the process model in [4] is to reduce the amount of data to be analyzed. Thereby, those indoor climate data sets are determined, which have the greatest influence on the investigated context. This reduction in data volume is independent of the subsequent data mining procedures.

The second and third steps of the process model of [4] are summarized as a "data mining framework". These process steps deal with the actual modeling by using clustering and association analysis. In the established process models, this procedure would be described as a return to a previous process step.

The process model of [4] does not provide for the evaluation of the generated model. Nevertheless, [4] conducted such an evaluation during their research.

Due to the fixed procedures for data preparation and analysis, the process model of [4] cannot easily be applied to other research work.

Conclusion

Within this paper, a process model was proposed that is suitable for the discovery of knowledge in sensor-based indoor climate data.

The established process models could only be mapped to the research work examined in accordance with their focal points. The process model KDD is particularly suitable for describing data preparation, whereas the process model CRISP-DM is particularly suitable for describing the situation.

The derived process model contains the process steps of the established process models most frequently used in the research work under investigation. In addition, data collection was added as a process step. This process model not only allows new data mining projects to be carried out transparently and comprehensively in indoor climate data recorded by sensors, but also makes it easier to understand work already carried out in this area.

In the next step, the process model should be tested and refined by its practical use in data mining projects. Furthermore, the comparison of the process model with less known process models, which were not used for this study, would be conceivable.
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